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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

May the youth on Earth awaken, transcending old human patterns and recognizing their universal
identity.

May they awaken to the love and unity with God, finding a meaning for their own existence.

May the youth on Earth awaken, renouncing the pleasures and superficialities of the world, to
experience true rejoicing, which is heavenly. May they awaken to the mission that eons ago, in the
Cosmos, they committed themselves to fulfill.

May the precursors of the new world awaken, those who will not measure efforts to make good
triumph and who, with their examples, will convert and awaken new spirits.

May those awaken who, in the impetus of their youth, will break barriers and erase borders,
recognizing the unity that exists among all the creatures of God.

May the youth on Earth awaken to a higher life, to the love of the Cosmos and to the Plan of the
Creator. May they recognize that this time is definitive and may they fearlessly walk to the
establishment of peace.

May those awaken, who will imitate the example of Christ and will unite cultures, creeds, races,
nations, languages and religions with a single purpose: to establish peace and to manifest a new
world.

May those awaken, who will unite the times, who will open the doors of the Earth to new laws and
universal rays, who will remove the veils from the human consciousness and dissolve its blindness,
making it recognize the true light.

May the children of the New Humanity awaken, those who, in universal history, will be known as
the ones who have transcended the old patterns through love, who have defeated darkness with the
light of their own essence and who have manifested the Divine Purpose, taking to the universe, to
the redeemed Earth, a civilization of new Christs.

May those awaken, who will not fear to take the steps that the Creator expects and to live that which
today seems impossible to humanity; those who, living love and unity, will permit that Christ, who
was their example, continue His evolution and transcend material, mental and spiritual life,
managing to be the Life that dwells in all, in the sublime universes, in the Consciousness of the
Father.

May the youth on Earth awaken: the youths of body, mind, heart and spirit.

May all those who hope to represent the New awaken.

Your Father and Companion,
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